Abstract. For a countable set Q c R" denote by P(£2) the space of polynomials spanned by xw , to e Í2 (x = (xx,... , x") e R" , m = (oix,... , a)") e £2, xa = n"=i xf'). In this paper we investigate the question of the density of P(D.) in C(K), the space of real valued continuous functions endowed with the supremum norm on compact set K c R" . In case n = 1 the classical theorem of Müntz gives an elegant necessary and sufficient condition for density. This problem (closely related to the distribution of zeros of Fourier transforms) is much more complex in the multivariate setting. We shall present an extension of Müntz' condition to the case n > 1 which will suffice for density. This, in particular, will enable us to construct "optimally sparse" lattice point sets Í2 for which density holds.
Introduction
A famous result of Müntz asserts that given a sequence of real numbers 0 < Xx < X2 < ■ ■ • the functions 1, xXl, xXl, ... span C[0, 1] 
if and only if
This classical result inspired an intensive research of related questions. In particular, it was shown that ( 1 ) is also necessary for density in C[a, b] whenever 0 < a < b [1, 1, 11] , Müntz-Jackson type results were obtained [3, 8, 9] , the Müntz problem for rational functions was studied [2] , and the multivariate Müntz problem was investigated [4, 5, 10] .
It may seem surprising that while some classical results of approximation theory (Weierstrass Theorem, Jackson Theorem, etc.) can be easily extended to multivariate cases, the multivariate Müntz problem appears to be very difficult. This fact can be explained by the known connection between Müntz-type problems and zero distribution of certain entire functions (the latter being of course much more complex for n > 1). In the present paper we shall continue the investigation of the multivariate Müntz problem. andras kroo Denote by N" , R", and C" the set of integer, real, and complex «-tuples, respectively. (When n = 1 the superscripts will be dropped.) In addition, R£ = {(ax, ... ,a") eW: aj >0, 1 < j < n} . Furthermore, let ¡Q = {cox, (o2, ...} be a countable subset of R" , and let P(Q) = spa^x^1, x™2, ...} be the space of real polynomials with powers in Q (as usual xw = n"=i xV , where x = (x\,... ,x"), co = (ax, ... , an) e R"). We shall say that Q is separated, if inf{||<y -co*\\it : co, to* G Q} > 0. A model case of separated Q is a lattice point set (i.e., ñcN"), Given a compact set K c R" we denote by C(K) the space of real continuous functions with supremum norm on K. Assuming that P(Q) c C(K) we arrive at the following basic question: does the closure P(Q) of P(Q.) coincide with C(K) ? The solution of the Müntz problem in case n = 1 can be formulated in terms of the density function p(Cl, t) = #{tüGß:||iu||/1<r}.Itis easy to see that for n = 1 equation (1) is equivalent When « > 1 it is know [5, 6, 10] that for separated Q's condition (*) limsnpt~np(Çl, t) > 0 f-»oo implies that P(Q) = C(K). Probably the weaker condition
suffices for density (for n = 2 this was conjectured by Korevaar [5] ). On the other hand if (3) fails for a given p(t) î oo such that po(t) := p(t)/t"~x is increasing, then setting Q = {(Xk, r\,..., rn-\): k, r¡ G N arbitrary} with Xk = max{r G N: po(r) < k}, we obtain a lattice point set £2 c N" such that p(£l, t) > cp(t) but P(Q) ¿ C(K) provided that InX K ¿ 0. (Since joo ¿fa|£2 ¿i <oo the Müntz condition fails in the first variable.) Thus (3) should give the generally best possible sufficient condition for density.
On the other hand conditions (*) and (3) are not necessary in general for density. Hellerstein [4] constructed very "sparse" sets Q c R" asymptotic to the diagonal ((í,...,/):íet}cl" for which density holds. (Evidently, this cannot be done with a lattice point set, so the question of constructing sparse lattice point sets for which density holds remained open.) It is easy to see that (2) is necessary for density for every n > 1, whenever K contains a nondegenerate segment L whose continuation passes through the origin, and Qcl*+. Indeed, assume that P(Yl) = C(K) with Í2 and K as above. Let u = (ux, ... , u") G R"\{0} be the direction vector of L and set ñ = {(r,,..., rn) g Q: r¡ = 0 if Uj■ = 0, 1 < ; < /»}, G = {¡[w^: m G Q} c R+. We may assume that G = {Xx < X2 < ■■■}. (If Q has an accumulation point then (2) is trivial.) Evidently, the restriction of P(Q) to L, which is spanned by tXi, <■ G N, is dense in C(L). Thus by the Müntz theorem ¿2°Z21/X( = oo yielding that j^dpfi, t)/t = oo. Since p(Q, t) < p(Q, t), (2) should hold.
Hence condition (2) is necessary for density for every n > 1. It turns out (see, e.g., the Corollary below) that this necessary condition cannot be improved in general.
Thus both the necessary condition (2) and the (conjectured) sufficient condition (3) are sharp in general and the gap between them cannot be narrowed (apart from the case n = 1 when (2) and (3) coincide). Hence when (2) holds but (*) fails for a given Q the density of P(Ci) cannot be decided in term of p(Q, t) ; here the geometry of Q comes into play. In this paper we shall study Q 's falling into the gap described above. We shall introduce a simple geometric property ("Müntz sets"), which appears to be a natural extension of the Müntz condition (1) for n > 1 and which yields density. We shall see that Müntz sets fill in the gap between (2) and (3), that is for any p(t) satisfying (2) there exists a Müntz set ficN" for which p(Q, t) < p(t). Thus we construct "optimally sparse" lattice point sets for which density holds. (The method used by Hellerstein in [4] is not suitable for constructing lattice point sets.) Finally, we should mention that our Müntz condition is not necessary for density unless some additional restrictions are imposed on Q.
New results
Let us introduce the central notion for this paper of Müntz sets. We shall need some additional notation. For an arbitrary set M c R" denote by span M the smallest plane in R" containing M, i.e., This defines Müntz sets of any dimension k (0 < k < n). According to this definition points of Í2 constitute the 0-dimensional Müntz sets. A 1-dimensional Müntz set (a "Müntz line") is a countable set of distinct points on a given line for which condition (**) holds. (In this case (**) is equivalent to the 1-dimensional Müntz condition (1).) Furthermore, a 2-dimensional Müntz set (a "Müntz plane") is a set of points on a given 2-dimensional plane containing distinct Müntz lines satisfying (**), and so on. It should be noted that the notion of Müntz sets is independent of the choice of basis in R" .
Example. Let 1 = Pi < p2 < Pi < ■■ ■ be the prime numbers. Set Q = {(Pk, 2s(pk + Ps))'-k, s e N} ç N2. Then Q is a 2-dimensional Müntz set. Indeed, it is easy to see that Ls = {(x, 2*x -I-2sps) : x a prime} is a Müntz line for any given 5 G N, where, in addition, d(Ls) < ps. Hence ¡Q is a Müntz set. (In fact, we can replace 2s by any integer ms in the definition of »Q.)
One of our principal results is the next Theorem A. Let K c Int R" and assume that QcR" is an n-dimensional
Müntz set (n > 1). Then ~PjÖ) = C(K).
This theorem can be considered as an extension of the sufficiency of Müntz' condition for n > 1. Note that in the above theorem we assume that the compact K is "strictly positive"; this restriction was needed for the Müntz property of Q to be applied.
A standard application of the Hahn-Banach Theorem and Riesz Representation Theorem yields that if P(Cl) # C(K) then there exists a measure dp of total mass 1 such that, for every to e Q, fK £<*><"> dp(x) = 0, where KqCW1 , K0 = {(In r., ... , In t") : (tx, ... , t") G K} . Thus setting
we obtain an entire function f(z) of n variables for which
and f(ioe) = 0 for to e Q (k(f) ,a(f)>0).
Let us denote by 38n the set of all entire functions of «-variables, which satisfy property (4) (constants k(f), a(f) > 0 depend on the individual functions). In view of the above remarks Theorem A will follow easily from the next Lemma. Let f e ¿%n and assume that f(ito) = 0 for every to e Q, where Qcl" is a Müntz set. Then f(ito) = 0 for every to e span Q.
Note that the 1-dimensional version of this lemma (« = 1, Q is a 1-dimensional Müntz set) is equivalent to the well-known fact, that if / G 3 §x and f(iXn) = 0, where Y^=i l/kn = °° (X" e R, Xn ¿ 0), then / = 0 (see, e.g., [7, p. 26 
]).
In view of Theorem A it is natural to ask what is the smallest possible rate of growth of the density function p(Çl, t) of an «-dimensional Müntz set Q. Of course, (2) should hold for such an Q, since this condition is necessary for density. According to our next theorem condition (2) provides the precise minimal rate of growth of density functions of Müntz sets.
Theorem B. Let p(t) be a continuous positive increasing function on R+ such that (5) ff« -Then there exists an n-dimensional Müntz set fí* c N" such that p(Ci*, t) < p(t).
Note that in the above theorem we construct a Müntz set of lattice points, so, in particular, we obtain lattice point sets Q satisfying P(£l) = C(K), which are optimally sparse (in terms of their density function).
Corollary. Let p(t) be as in Theorem B. Then there exists fief such that p(Cl, t) < p(t) and Pjñj = C(K).
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Proofs
Let us note that if / G 3 §n, Aq is an n x n matrix and c e C" then g(z) = f(A0z + c) e @n.
Proof of the lemma. We shall verify our claim by induction on the dimension of Müntz sets fi. For 0-dimensional Müntz sets the statement is trivial. So we assume that the Lemma holds for every / G 3 §n and every Müntz set of dimension at most k -1, where 1 < k < n . Let Qcl" be a k-dimensional Müntz set and let f e&n be such that f(ix) = 0 for x G fi. We shall show first that without loss of generality it can be assumed that span fi = R* ç R" . Indeed, let Ao be an nxn rotation matrix and b e R" such that A0 • Rk + b = span fi. Since Müntz sets are basis invariant it is clear that fi' = Aq ' • (fi -b) is also a k-dimensional Müntz set and spanfi' = R^ . Furthermore, let g(z) = f(A0z + ib), then g e 3 §n and g(ix) = 0 whenever xefi'.
Thus if we prove that g(ix) = 0 for x G spanfi' = Rk then f(ix) = 0 for x G spanfi.
Thus we may assume that span fi = R*. By definition of Müntz sets there exist (k -l)-dimensional Müntz sets fi; c fi (je N) such that span fi; / span fis (j ^ s) and (**) holds. Since f(ix) = 0 for x e fi; by the induction hypothesis (6) f(ix) = 0, x G spanfi; (j e N).
Furthermore, since span fi; is a (k -1 )-dimensional plane in R* , we have for jen span fi; = {(íi, ..., tk) e Rk : ax jtx + ■■■ + akJtk + bj = 0}, where asj, bj e R, maxK^ \asj\ = 1*, and we may also assume that asj = -1 for some 1 < s < k. Now we can organize all fi; 's into k groups depending on which of coefficients asj equals -1 (1 < s < k). Then (**) should still hold for fi; 's belonging to at least one of these k groups. Thus without loss of generality we may assume that Okj = -1 (jen), i.e.,
spanfi,-= {(i,, ... ,tk)eRk: tk = aXJtx + ■ ■ ■ + ak-XJtk-X + bj}.
Let BjS be the projection of span fi7 n span Çls to Rk~x. Since spanfi; ŝ panfij if j' i= s we have dim5;^ < k -2 forjas.
Set B = IJ;^ BjyS c
Rk~x. B is a countable union of (k -2)-dimensional subspaces of Rk~x and thus it is nowhere dense in R*_1 . Hence it suffices to show that f(itx, ... , itk-x, it) = 0 for every (t\,..., tk-X) e Rk~x\B and t e R. Let (t*,... , r£_.) G Rk~x\B and set d¡ = ax jt* H-l-ajt-i j^l-i +bj ■ Then evidently all d¡ -s are distinct and we may also assume that they are different from zero (deleting d¡ = 0). By (7) and (6) (8) f(it\,...,ifk_x,idj) = 0, jen.
Since span fi; c Rk and dim span fi; = k -1 it is easy to see that
This and (**) imply that 1 (9) giT^r-But \bj -dj\ = \ax jt\ + ■■■ + ak-XJt*k_x\ < \fx\ + ■ ■ ■ + \fk_x\, jen, hence by (9) oo .
j=l 1^1
Finally setting g(z) = f(it\,..., it*k_x, z) (g e &x) we have by (8) (ii) <p(x) < S(x), x G R+ ; (iii) <p(x)/x J. 0 as x -+ oo . Now set p2(t) = p(t)/tp(p(t)).
Evidently, p2(t) ] oo and p2(t)/p(t) | 0 as t -=> oo . Moreover, since tp(p(t)) increases we have rmdt>i[x!wdt=_m, Since H is an (n -s + 1 )-dimensional subspace of R" it follows that spanfi(r*, ... , r*_,) = H. Now using induction on s = n, n -1, ... , 1 we can verify that fi(r*,... , r*_x) is an (n -s + l)-dimensional Müntz set. In particular, when s = 1 this yields the statement of the Proposition. If s = n then fi(r*, ... , /•*_,) = {Xkb: k > ko}, where b e R" and ko en are given. Thus by (1), fi(r*, ... , /•*_,) is a 1-dimensional Müntz set. Assume now that for an arbitrary choice of r\, ... , r* e Q the set fi(r*, ... , r*) is an (n -5)-dimensional Müntz set, and consider the set fi(r*, ... , r*_x). Note that fi(r*, ... , r*_.) D fi(r*, ... , r*) for any r* G Q, spanfi(r*, ... , r*_,, /•;) ŝ panfi(/-*, ... , r*_,, r**) whenever r* ^ r**, and d(£l(r*, ... , r*)) = 0 for every r* G Q. Thus the (n -s + 1 )-dimensional set fi(r*, ... , r*_,) contains a countable sequence of (« -í)-dimensional Müntz sets satisfying all requirements of Definition 1. Hence fi(r*, ... , /•*_,) is a Müntz set. D Proof of Theorem B. Given a p(t) e ^ and using Proposition 1 we may assume that p(t) < t and we can select a function e(t) | 0 (t -y oo) such that p2(t) = e(t)p(t) eJ?. Set Applying now Proposition 2 with Q = {k2: k > 1} and <p(rx, ... , r"_i) = p2(<p(Yl1Z\ rô) we obtain that fi* is an «-dimensional Müntz set. It remains to estimate the growth of /¿(fi*, t). Points of fi* belong to the lines L(rx,..., rn-\) having direction vectors (1 ,r\, (rx,r2)2, ... , (rx.rn_x)2) (r, > 1) and passing through the origin. For given rx, ... ,rn_x e N\{1} and t e R+ the number k of points of fi* n L(rx, ... , r"_i) belonging to the /i-ball in R" of radius t satisfies the relation Xk(rx.rn_x)2 < t, i.e., invp2(k) < \p(k) < t/(rx.r«-i)2
• Thus (11) k<p2(t/(rx.r"_,)2).
Moreover, if /-; > inv tp(t) for some 1 < j < n -1 and (xi, ..., x") e fi* n L(rx, ... , /•"_-) then
Hence in order that L(rx, ... , r"_i) n fi* intersect the /i-ball in R" of radius t it is necessary that r¡ < [inv <p(t)], 1 < j < n -1. This and (11) lead to the following estimate of the density function of fi* :
Mo-,o< E-E/4,.fj_i)2) We can repeat this process until we arrive at ¿i(fi*, t) < (inv tp(t))n-xp2(t) = p2(t)/e(t) = p(t). D Thus by Theorem B one can construct Müntz sets with a minimal rate of growth of the density function. On the other hand the Müntz property is not necessary in general for density when « > 1. (One such example is the set of all lattice points between curves y = y/x and y = yf2x; see [6] .) Our next proposition shows that under additional restrictions property (**) of Müntz sets is necessary for density. Proposition 3. Let fiel" be countable, dimfi = n (« > 1). Assume that fi = lj;e7-ß.7 (T = N) > where dimfi; = « -1 (j e T) and (13) giri(ö7j<00-Then P(fi) ± C(K) whenever KclnXK¿0.
When « = 1 the above proposition reduces to the necessity of condition ( 1 ) for density in C[a, b], 0 < a < b, proved by Korevaar and Luxemburg in [7] . The proof is essentially as in [7] with application of the multivariate Paley-Wiener Theorem. Therefore we give just an outline of the proof.
Proof. Let spanfi; = {(tx, ... , t") e R": ax jtx +-\-a" ¡tn = bj}, where £"=i 4,j = ! • Then <H&i) = \bj\. hence by (13) (14) V-^n<co.
We may assume that 0 = |¿>i| = ••• = |Z>j| < |èJ+1| < \bs+2\ < ■■■ . Set for z = (zx,...,zn)eC '«-nit«..*) n (i^;^1).
7=1 \A:=1 / j€TJ>s+l \ J I
Obviously, F(ito) = 0 for every to e fi. Moreover, similarly to [7, p. 29 ] one can show using (14) that |F(z)|<<?e(|Zll+-+|z"l) (zeC), where 6(t) is a positive increasing function such that /0°° t~26(t) dt < oo. By [7, Theorem 3.1] there exists an entire function f(u), u e C of exponential type t (t > 0 arbitrary) such that |/(x)| < e_e("|x|)"V/W for x G R. Then choosing an arbitrary a > 0 and setting Fx(z) = E(z)T["f(zj), z e C", we obtain an exponential function of type 31 a (3Sa being the /i -ball in R" of radius I/a) such that Fx e L2(R") and Fx(ito) = 0 for every to e fi. Then by the Paley-Wiener Theorem [13] , Fx is a Fourier transform of some function supported by 3*, the /oo-ball in R" of radius a . By making a shift we easily obtain a measure vanishing outside K which annihilates P(fi). D
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